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Introduction

• Today’s session provide a brief 
update on Oil and Gas Industry 
Performance

• Overview of 2022 serious 
incidents in the sector 

• Update on OSH Compliance 
issues in the field 

• WSBC inspectional focus areas in 
2023 and beyond

• Emerging issues for health and 
safety in Oil and Gas 
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Industry Overview



Oil and Gas over all injury rate 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This data includes accepted Covid claims



Oil and Gas Injury rate by Classification
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Increase in the overall rate and Oil and gas drilling and seismic exploration have seen increases



Oil and Gas serious Injury Rate and 
Claims Generated 
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Oil and Gas Inspection Overview
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Top ten regulation cited1- line restraint anchoring restrained at the well head and supply vehicle (engineered)2-First aid written procedures3-order to stop using or stop supplying4-temporary flow piping system is restrained by an engineered system5-risk assessment of the work and develop/implement appropriate safe work procedures 6-workplace inspections not being conducted or are not adequate7-offer of appropriate vaccination for workers exposed to bio hazards (Hep A and B)8-ladder not meeting appropriate standards9-mobile equipment not having an appropriate means of safe secondary escape10-adequate safe guarding of mobile equipment (now called prime movers) from protruding , falling and flying materials when operating or if a tip over occurs 11-workers transport vehicles not being properly inspected prior to use



Oil and Gas Inspection Overview Pipeline 
Construction
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Oil and Gas Inspectional Overview Well 
Servicing Fires and Explosions
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Oil and Gas Inspectional Overview Well 
Servicing Line Restraint 
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RCA (Risk Control Assessment) oil and 
gas all sites
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RCA All sub sectors oil and gas / fire and 
explosion risks
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RCA /Oil and Gas all sub sectors / control 
of Hazardous Energy
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RCA/all Oil and Gas sub sectors/slips trips 
and falls
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Incident Overview in Oil and 
Gas for 2022



Incidents responded to in Oil and Gas by 
Sector
Pipelining: 
1) Worker climbing out of the back of a pickup-steps 

from the tailgate to the bumper-slips and falls and 
suffers multiple broken bones.

2) Welder and helper are rotating a 450 lb. I beam on 
the back of a welding truck-beam slips and pins the 
helper to the ground-suffers numerous chest 
injuries

3) Worker on a pipeline project is exiting their vehicle-
slips and falls to the ground and breaks their arm.

4) Worker on a pipeline project is servicing a light 
tower-their truck expectantly moves. The worker is 
caught between the truck and the tower-suffers 
multiple fractures and internal injuries
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Incidents responded to in Oil and Gas by 
Sector-Cont.’
Pipelining:
5) Side boom Pipelayer supporting an automatic welding shack, 
when the side boom unexpectantly moved and rolled down 
slope (side boom/older unit was not running). Two workers in 
the shack suffered minor injuries (note-brakes had been set 
but the manufactures note for these older units requires the 
units to be running when the brakes are set otherwise the 
brake pressure bleeds off and the unit will roll).
6) Number of incidents with Articulating Rock Trucks (ART) 
rolling over or running off the right of way or roads
7) Two incidents with  Side boom pipelayers doing dual hoist 
(tandem/critical lifts) large heavy sections of pipe, moving 
down slope backwards when the units flopped over back 
wards. Seat belts were in use and no injuries sustained
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Number 7- CGL incident side booms were similar size but different manufactures. The TMX incident identical side booms (John Deere)



Incidents responded to in Oil and Gas by 
Sector-Cont.’
Drilling Rigs:
8) Worker walking across a spreader beam on a 
Drilling rig-slipped and fell approximately 6ft 
assessed by the site medic and transported to 
hospital by another worker (investigation into 
the medic assessment as the worker had 
complications at the hospital).
9) Worker at a drilling location was using a hand 
grinder-the tool kicked back and struck the worker 
in the face-serious laceration, worker drove 
themselves to the hospital.
10) Worker drilling rig removing the end of an 
isolation hose-had residual brine flow into their 
gloves causing serious burns and blistering to their 
hands
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Incidents responded to in Oil and Gas by 
Sector-Cont.’
Oil and Gas General:
11) Production Worker walking a cross an icy lease-falls and 
breaks two bones in their leg
12) Well Stimulation Operation- workers attempting to 
repair a leak- an unrestrained section of pipe shifted. A 
worker fell to the ground striking their head and chest. 
Suffered serious internal injuries medevac'd to Edmonton 
for treatment
13) Oil and Gas camp location- workers are moving skid 
shacks off location. Worker/Swamper walks in between a 
shack and the bed truck and is pinned between the units. 
Workers suffers several fractures and is  transported to 
hospital (late reporting to WSBC)
14) Oil and Gas production worker attempting to assist with 
a crane setup. Moving the counter weight and suffered a 
pinched hand with the amputation of their thumb.
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Incidents responded to in Oil and Gas by 
Sector-Cont.’
Oil and Gas Transportation:
15) Workers at an employers shop doing maintenance on a 
Tank truck (attempting to thaw frozen valve- hauling 
produced water). Using a tiger torch for this work which 
resulted in a fire and explosion- Minor injuries to several 
workers
16) Tank truck driving a resource road and driver lost control 
and entered into the ditch. The driver suffered serious chest 
trauma and was transported to hospital 
17) Oil and gas construction workers traveling to a work site 
were involved in a multi vehicle accident in which the Driver 
was fatally injured (the drivers DL was suspended at the time 
of the incident).
18) Tank truck travelling north of the Alaska Hwy hauling a 
load of condensate missed a major bridge and struck a 
concrete barrier. The truck burst into flames, consuming the 
truck and driver.
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Overview of Fatal Claims 
Provincially and Oil and Gas 



Accepted Fatal Claims for all Industries in 
BC-end of October 2022
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WORK-RELATED DEATHSReport ID: 3048Data as of 2022-11-23Notes & Caveats:Work-related deaths claims Claims that have been accepted for survivor benefits regardless of payment. There are two categories of work-related death claims: Traumatic Injury and Disease.Traumatic injury The number of work-related deaths in B.C. categorized as traumatic injuries accepted for survivor benefits in the period.Other traumatic injury A subset of the number of work-related deaths in B.C. due to traumatic injuries. Specifically, other traumatic injury including falls, struck by, caught in, mobile/industrial equipment and secondary transportation accepted for survivor benefits in the period.Motor vehicle incident (MVI) A subset of the number of work-related deaths in B.C. due to traumatic injuries, specifically from MVIs including collisions with nonmovingvehicles, 2-vehicle collisions and single vehicle incidents accepted for survivor benefits in the period. It does not include secondary transportation (planes, helicopters, boats, etc) or industrial vehicle incidents (mobile equipment - loaders, skidders, forklifts,etc).Disease The number of work-related deaths in B.C. due to occupational disease accepted for survivor benefits in the period.Asbestos-related diseaseA subset of the number of work-related deaths in B.C. due to occupational disease, specifically deaths due to asbestos exposure including asbestosis, mesothelioma and lung cancer accepted for survivor benefits in the period.Other disease A subset of the number of work-related deaths in B.C. due to occupational disease categorized as other disease including silicosis, pulmonary embolisms, and other cancers (brain, bladder, renal etc.) accepted for survivor benefits in the period.+



Fatal Claims by Sector
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Overview of Fatal Claims data
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Overview of Fatal Claims for the 
Petroleum Industry
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Field Issues related to 
Compliance and Risk 

Management 



Compliance-First Aid Services, Supplies 
and Equipment and Written Procedures

What is needed based upon a site assessment of the 
workplace (5 items to consider) and no less than the Tables in 
Schedule 3-A     (this is not being done or done properly.)
The employer MUST also develop written First aid Procedures (6 
items- displayed in conspicuous locations at the worksite). Note:  
special procedures are required  if air transport is the primary 
means of transport (Many ERP’s are missing elements)
See the complete Guidelines for First aid:
https://www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
03#998F33D891434F2D915491565A68E1F9
-see the conditions for using an MTC in place of a dressing 
station or First aid room, also an MTC MUST be attached to 
the vehicle chassis OHSR 3.16-17 & 17.10 / attached to 
vehicle frame in accordance Manufactures specs. Not 
being done consistently and properly
-First aid attendants lacking adequate Infectious disease 
and Blood Borne pathogens ECP’s
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Presentation Notes
3.16 Basic requirements(1) The employer must provide for each workplace such equipment, supplies, facilities, first aid attendants and services as are adequate and appropriate for(a) promptly rendering first aid to workers if they suffer an injury at work, and(b) transporting injured workers to medical treatment.(1.1) The type and quantity of equipment, supplies, facilities, first aid attendants and services referred to in subsection (1) must be no less than is required by Schedule 3-A.(1.2) The quality, maintenance and use of equipment, facilities and methods of transportation referred to in this section must be acceptable to the Board.(2) For the purpose of complying with subsection (1), the employer must conduct an assessment of the circumstances of the workplace, including(a) the number of workers who may require first aid at any time,(b) the nature and extent of the risks and hazards in the workplace, including whether or not the workplace as a whole creates a low, moderate or high risk of injury,(c) the types of injuries likely to occur,(d) any barriers to first aid being provided to an injured worker, and(e) the time that may be required to obtain transportation and to transport an injured worker to medical treatmentAn MTC may be used in place of a first aid facility and emergency vehicle (ETV or industrial ambulance). This is recommended only when all the following circumstances apply:The workplace does not provide overnight accommodation for workersWhere the workplace is more than 2 hours' surface travel time from a hospital, another vehicle suitable for transporting an injured worker on a stretcher is also providedWhen used in place of a first aid room, the MTC contains the necessary first aid room equipment17.10 Vehicle design(1) A vehicle operated by or on behalf of the employer primarily to transport workers must(a) be suited to the type of use, terrain and weather,(b) have a body of strong and rigid construction that is securely fastened to the vehicle chassis,(c) have, with the exception of UTVs, rear or side doors with latches operable from inside and outside, with side doors on the right side of the vehicle,(d) be fitted with at least one emergency exit that is on the left side or rear of the vehicle, operable from both inside and outside, and unlocked while the vehicle is in use,(e) have safe means of entry and exit with non-slip steps and handholds,(f) be fitted with adequate service brakes and a mechanical parking brake,(g) be equipped with appropriate first aid equipment determined under section 3.16 or 3.20, and(h) be equipped with a fire extinguisher in good working order that has a UL Rating of at least

https://www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-03#998F33D891434F2D915491565A68E1F9


First Aid Attendants and Immediate 
reporting
-All First Aid attendants in BC MUST have their BC 
Occupational First Aid designation if they are functioning as 
your designated attendant. Recent inspections have found EMR’s 
from Alberta without their BC Designation.
-Immediate reporting of Immediately Reportable Incidents: 
What is immediately reportable to WSBC? 

68 Immediate notice of certain accidents
(1) An employer must immediately notify the Board of the occurrence of any accident that

(a) resulted in serious injury to or the death of a worker,
(b) involved a major structural failure or collapse of a building, bridge, tower, crane, hoist, 
temporary construction support system or excavation,
(c) involved the major release of a hazardous substance,
(d) involved a fire or explosion that had a potential for causing serious injury to a worker, 
or
(e) was an incident required by regulation to be reported.

Some questions that come up? What does immediate look like? How much is a major 
release? How serious is a serious injury? What do I do if I am not sure that the incident is 
immediately reportable?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
G-P2-68-1 WorkSafeBC's notification of serious injuries Copy section linkIssued February 12, 2008; Editorial Revision February 11, 2009; Revised consequential to January 1, 2016 Amendments to the Act; Editorial Revision September 25, 2019; Editorial Revision April 6, 2020Regulatory excerpt�Section 68 of the Workers Compensation Act ("Act") states:68(1) An employer must immediately notify the Board of the occurrence of any accident that(a) resulted in serious injury to or the death of a worker,(b) involved a major structural failure or collapse of a building, bridge, tower, crane, hoist, temporary construction support system or excavation,(c) involved the major release of a hazardous substance,(d) involved a fire or explosion that had a potential for causing serious injury to a worker, or(e) was an incident required by regulation to be reported.Purpose of guideline�The purpose of this guideline is to set out what WorkSafeBC's considers to be a "serious injury," which an employer would be required to report to WorkSafeBC's.What employers must report�Section 68 provides that employers must immediately reportAny incident that kills or seriously injures a workerA major leak or release of a dangerous substanceA major structural failure or collapse of a structure, equipment, construction support system, or excavationA fire or explosion that had a potential for causing serious injury to a workerAny blasting accident that results in injury, or unusual event involving explosives (required by regulation)A diving incident that causes death, injury, or decompression sickness requiring treatment (required by regulation)Such incidents must also be investigated by the employer under section 69."Serious Injury"�Section 68 provides that employers must notify WorkSafeBC's of an accident that resulted in the "serious injury" or death of a worker. The term "serious injury" is not defined in the Act.A serious injury is any injury that can reasonably be expected at the time of the incident to endanger life or cause permanent injury. Serious injuries include both traumatic injuries that are life threatening or that result in a loss of consciousness, and incidents such as chemical exposures, heat stress, and cold stress which are likely to result in a life threatening condition or cause permanent injury or significant physical impairment.Traumatic injuries that should be considered "serious injuries" includeMajor fractures or crush injuries, such asA fracture of the skull, spine, or pelvisMultiple, open or compound fractures, or fractures to major bones such as the humerus, fibula or tibia, or radius or ulnaCrushing injuries to the trunk, head or neck, or multiple crush injuriesAn amputation, at the time of the accident, of an arm or leg or amputation of a major part of a hand or footPenetrating injuries to eye, head, neck, chest, abdomen, or groinAn accident that caused significant respiratory compromise, or punctured lungCirculatory shock (i.e., internal hemorrhage) or injury to any internal organLacerations that cause severe hemorrhagesAll burns that meet the rapid transport criteria of the Occupational First Aid Training Manual, includingThird degree burns to more than 2% of the body surfaceThird degree burns to the face, head, or neckBurns of any degree with complicationsAn asphyxiation or poisoning resulting in a partial or total loss of physical control (i.e., loss of consciousness of a worker in a confined space) or a respiratory rate of fewer than 10 breaths per minute or severe dyspnea (difficult or laboured breathing)Decompression illness, or lung over-pressurization during or after a dive or any incident of near drowningTraumatic injury which is likely to result in a loss ofSightHearingTouchInjuries that require a critical intervention such as CPR, artificial ventilation or control of hemorrhaging or treatment beyond First Aid, such as the intervention of Emergency Health Services personnel (e.g. transportation to further medical attention), a physician and subsequent surgery, or admittance to an intensive care unit should also be considered "serious injuries.""Major Release of a Hazardous Substance"�Section 68 provides that employers must notify WorkSafeBC's of any accident that involved the major release of a hazardous substance. The term "major release of a hazardous substance" is explained in Policy Item P2-68-1.A major release does not only mean a considerable quantity, or the peculiar nature of the release, such as a gas or volatile liquid, but, more importantly, the seriousness of the risk to the health of workers. Factors that determine the seriousness of the risk include the degree of preparedness of the employer to respond to the release, the necessity of working in close proximity to the release, the atmospheric conditions at the time of the release and the nature of the substance."Immediately"�Employers are required to report serious injuries and fatalities to WorkSafeBC's immediately. This reporting should occur as part of the employers' response at the time of the incident. In responding to the incident, employers should ensure any workplace conditions that present an immediate hazard to other workers are addressed, ensure first aid and medical treatment for the worker, and then notify WorkSafeBC's of the incident.The purpose of the reporting requirement in section 68 is to ensure that a WorkSafeBC's prevention officer and/or an investigations officer is able to respond to the incident, as soon as possible, in order to:Attend at the scene to conduct an investigation of the incident and ensure the integrity of the sceneOffer availability of counseling services, as appropriateUndertake an inspection of the workplace to help ensure that workers are protected before work is resumedHelp ensure that any post-incident response or cleanup is performed in a safe mannerProvide a referral to compensation servicesThe requirement to immediately report a serious injury or fatality is separate from the requirement to report injuries for claims purposes. Filing a Form 7 will not satisfy the obligation to immediately report a serious injury or fatality.Failure to immediately notify WorkSafeBC's of a serious injury or fatality will be considered a breach of section 68 of the Act, and may result in an administrative penalty.To report a serious incident or fatality, phone 604.276.3100 (Lower Mainland) or 1.888.621.7233 (1.888.621.SAFE) (24 hours a day, 7 days a week).



Occupational Disease – ECP’s
-Occupational Disease continues to expand in impacts and 
scope (occupational Disease fatalities continue to eclipse 
traumatic injury claims each year)-As of October 2022= 
162 fatalities- 65/40% traumatic injury and 97/60% 
Disease
-Areas for monitoring and ECP development: Silica, Lead, 
Hydrocarbon based drilling fluids, Diesel Exhaust, Benzene, 
Mercury, Hearing Loss, NORMS, H2S and all designated 
substances require ECP’s (sensitizers like SPC 888 for pipe 
coating) 
-Welders & welders helpers need to be wearing 
appropriate respiratory protection (selection criteria)
IRAC Monogram 118-2018 all welding fume is human 
carcinogen 

-MSI risk assessments and risk control OHSR 4.47-53
(Part 5.48-5.59 for an outline of what is required 
around site surveys, monitor and development of ECP’s)
-What’s new and emerging- Nano particles (both dry 
and fluid immersed i.e. Nano Polymers in fracking 
fluids- any assessment of health risks?)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional areas of concern include-heat and cold stress injuries and MSI injuries-assessment and control-repetitive motion and stress and strain claims-expected to be asked about your MSI risk assessment and control effortsFatalities-  traumatic injury 57/40% and Occ disease 85/60%  highest ratio of Disease versus traumatic injury I have seen at WSBCSolar- skin cancers but also heat exhaustion and heat stroke 5.53 Workplace monitoring(1) If a worker is or may be exposed to a hazardous substance, the employer must ensure that(a) a walkthrough survey is conducted to assess the potential for overexposure taking into account all routes of exposure, including inhalation, ingestion, and skin contact, and(b) reassessment is conducted when there is a change in work conditions which may increase the exposure, such as a change in production rate, process or equipment.(2) If the walkthrough survey required by subsection (1) reveals that a worker may be at risk of overexposure to an airborne contaminant, the employer must ensure that air sampling is conducted to assess the potential for overexposure.(3) Additional workplace monitoring to reliably determine worker exposure is required if(a) the assessment under subsection (2) reveals that a worker may be exposed to an air contaminant in excess of 50% of its exposure limit, or(b) measurement is not possible at 50% of the applicable exposure limit.(4) Workplace exposure monitoring and assessment must be conducted using occupational hygiene methods acceptable to the Board.(5) The results of workplace exposure monitoring and assessment, or a summary of the results, must be provided to workers at their request without undue delay.5.54 Exposure control plan(1) An exposure control plan must be implemented when(a) exposure monitoring under section 5.53(3) indicates that a worker is or may be exposed to an air contaminant in excess of 50% of its exposure limit,(b) measurement is not possible at 50% of the applicable exposure limit, or(c) otherwise required by this Regulation.(2) The exposure control plan must incorporate the following elements:(a) a statement of purpose and responsibilities;(b) risk identification, assessment and control;(c) education and training;(d) written work procedures, when required;(e) hygiene facilities and decontamination procedures, when required;(f) health monitoring, when required;(g) documentation, when required.(3) The plan must be reviewed at least annually and updated as necessary by the employer, in consultation with the joint committee or the worker health and safety representative, as applicable.



Compliance- Contractor Service 
Providers brought to site
-Producers: What is in place to ensure that when you 
bring contract services to site that they are compliant 
with the OHSR and WCAct requirements? and are you 
providing adequate hazardous product SDS information 
for the workers conducting the work at your sites?
Common areas of deficiency include:
-High pressure line restraint- not adequately anchored at both 
ends, not restraining the full length of the piping, mix and 
matching systems without engineering to show compatibility of 
the systems, lack of documentation available, from the Producer 
as to the capability of the wellhead as an anchor,  for workers for 
the installation and inspection of the restraint systems, especially 
when there are mixed-matched systems, Engineers not using 
proper force calculations (must be based upon upset conditions 
not operating conditions).
-Inadequate consideration of pressures-trapped in valves and 
lines (failing to ensure that these lines are restrained) and failure 
to use remotely activated valves where required
WCAct 24,25, OHSR 23.69, 23.39, 23.12
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Compliance issues-General

Texas Camps reappearing in BC- Industrial 
Camp Act requires that all workers performing 
food service are properly trained and practice 
Food Safe (recent out breaks of Norvo virus 
evidence this need for food handling, water, 
cleaning etc.) The industrial Camp Act also 
requires each camp to have a supervisor that is 
responsible for the monitoring and enforcement 
of the Industrial camp standards in BC (a 
trained person). 

Mobile equipment and compliance with 
OHSR 16.24 (1)(a-f) Alternate means of 
escape from the cab
-use of purpose-built window breaking 
devices as a means of escape? Guideline 
G16.24
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16.24 Alternative means of escape from a cab Copy section link(1) If mobile equipment manufactured after January 1, 2000 has a single cab entrance door, the mobile equipment must have an alternative means of escape that is clearly marked both inside and outside the cab and that(a) is not located on the same surface as the cab entrance door,(b) is usable regardless of the position of movable components or accessories of the machine,(c) does not pose additional hazards to the operator,(d) can be opened from both the inside and outside without the use of tools when the mobile equipment is in use,(e) requires a force of not more than 135 N (30.3 lb.) to open, and(f) provides a clear opening, the minimum dimensions of which comply with ISO Standard 2867-2011(R2016), Earth-moving machinery - Access systems.(2) Mobile equipment manufactured before January 1, 2000 with a single cab entrance door must meet the requirements for an alternative means of escape required at the date of manufacture.Guideline on a purpose built window breaking Device: A purpose-built device is acceptable if the following considerations are met:The requirements of Regulation sections 16.24(1)(a)–(f) are met.Manufacturer's instructions are followed (both the mobile equipment and the device manufacturer).It is not practicable to install an openable escape hatch, door, or window as the alternate means of escape.The window is of a type and condition that will break as necessary by use of the device according to the manufacturer's instructions. The window material and the thickness are important in this consideration.The window can be safely broken from the inside (by the equipment operator) and the outside (by rescuers).The window and attached device do not create an additional hazard. Tempered glass will break into fragments. Workers need to be made aware that the fragments could become embedded in the eye or skin and precautions need to be taken. If the window is of a type that will break into sharp shards that are likely to cause injury to a worker, then this method would not be acceptable.The installed device does not obscure the operator's view or otherwise hinder equipment operation.The device is installed in a location on the window so that it is likely to be readily accessible when necessary in case of mishap.The device is part of the pre-use inspection of the mobile equipment. The presence and condition of the device must be verified.Instructions on how to use the device are clearly visible inside and outside the window.The device is permanently affixed at the window.A qualified person has inspected the installed device and provided written confirmation to the employer that the device is installed in accordance with the considerations listed here. This information is provided to the joint health and safety committee or worker representative, as applicable, and is made available to a WorkSafeBC's prevention officer upon request.



Compliance issues-General

Confined Space Entry- Compliance with OHSR Part 9. 
Common missing parts include- Inadequate assessments of 
the CS (i.e. Mud tanks on drilling rigs), hazard 
classification, lack of a qualified person doing the 
assessment, trained workers to enter, CSE program not 
available.  (see OHSR Part 9)

Traffic Control on Resource Roads- not using the proper 
RR channels for traffic control  (using private channels not 
Licensed for the Road)

Compliance with Part 18 new traffic control 
requirements- failing to do proper risk assessments to 
develop traffic management plans for the site, lack of 
proper signage (rig moves and sandwich boards), training 
of workers in the new traffic control requirements (see 
Part 18)
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Compliance issues-Seismic
Rehabbing of old seismic Lines-operation was found 
pushing trees over the line with an excavator (hanging 
over the line). Workers were then crawling into the maze 
of trees and attempting to plant new trees along the line. 
(issues- partially felled trees over hanging the lines, 
emergency access and egress in the event of an injury-
Stop work order issued)

Seismic (oil and gas hand falling)-are the hand fallers 
being supervised to the level of risk associated with the 
work being done? (OHSR 26.22.1)
5 new videos for this area (why  is it important and 
what does it need to look like)
Supervision in Manual Falling: Champions for Change | 
WorkSafeBC's - YouTube
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26.22.1 Falling supervisors for forestry operations(1) A qualified supervisor must be designated for all falling and associated bucking activities in a forestry operation.(2) The supervisor designated under subsection (1) must(a) ensure that the falling and bucking activities are planned and conducted in accordance with this Regulation,(b) inspect the workplace of each faller at time intervals appropriate to the risks, and(c) keep a record of every inspection conducted under paragraph (b).(3) The supervisor designated under subsection (1) must not undertake or be assigned activities which interfere with performance of the supervisor's duties under subsection (2).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy-gSXNQar8


Compliance Issues- Side boom Pipelayers 
hoisting on slopes 
The two recent Pipelayer flop over incidents have 
outlined the need for specific load charts for side 
booms  when working on steep slopes (Load 
charts from the Manufactures or a Qualified 
Professional Engineer). Steep slopes can be 
encountered on many projects around the province. 
The lifting capabilities on all slopes must be defined by 
the Equipment Manufacturer or those of a Qualified 
Professional Engineer. These modified load charts must 
consider slope assessment including terrain and the 
condition of the right of way, type of surface, direction 
of travel, load height, distance of load from the 
machine, how load swing will be minimized, training of 
the equipment operators and hoisting supervisors 
(including requirements for tandem and critical lifts: 
Link to the WSBC Pipelayer bulletin: Fore-aft rollover 
hazard while using side-boom pipelayers on slopes | 
WorkSafeBC
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FOR REVIEW ONLYWorkSafe BulletinFore-aft rollover hazard while using side-boom pipelayers on slopesResponsibilitiesEmployers are responsible for identifying work activities or circumstances that may cause significant risk of injury. They must also analyze those risks and implement safe work procedures if the activities or circumstances create a hazard.If side-boom pipelayers will be operating on slopes, then employers, owners, prime contractors, equipment manufacturers, and suppliers need to be aware of the potential hazard and take steps to communicate and control the risks.At left, a side-boom pipelayer on a slope. Lowering the boom angle and increasing overhang reduces fore-aft torque.Above, when working on higher slopes, choose a lower boom length and/or greater boom overhang to reduce the torque.Controlling the risksThe safe work practices in this bulletin will help you control the risk of fore-aft rollovers while working on slopes. They will also help ensure that you are in compliance with the requirements of section 23.5 of the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation.Slope assessmentHire a qualified person or a professional engineer to assess the slope conditions at the worksite.The slope assessment should take into account the following:Specific equipment being used and any equipment modifications.Condition of the right-of-way — for example, rocks, stumps, bumps, and other protrusions that may affect stability and traction.Type of surface — mud, snow, and ground that has been newly filled with earth may collapse from the weight of the machine.Modified load chartsAsk the equipment manufacturer or a professional engineer for modified load charts with information on slope gradient and the corresponding decrease in a pipelayer’s lifting capacity. Modified load charts should include the following variables:Travelling up or down the slopeHeight of the loadDistance of the load from the machine (boom overhang), with incremental variations that identify the reduction in lifting capacity specific to the boom configuration, including stick lengthMinimize stop-and-go on slopes to avoid load swingSide-boom pipelayers lifting together should have suitable boom heights and braking systems. Ideally, the braking systems will be similar.The operators and lift supervisor should maintain good communication.Other safe work practicesConsider micro slopes and how they will affect stability (e.g., rock outcroppings, loose materials, and sections that aren’t flat). A micro slope is anything more than half the length and width of the track.Ensure that site-specific safe work procedures for handling pipe on slopes are available to and being used by equipment operators and lift foremen.Ensure that equipment operators and supervisors are sufficiently qualified, certified, and trained to work on steep slopes.Ensure that training includes information on tandem lifts and critical lifts as they relate to side-boom pipelayers.Carry loads at longer overhangs to improve fore-aft stability on slopes.Install load moment indication (LMI) systems for live monitoring of slope and carrying conditions. LMIs should have visual and audible warnings for when pre-set conditions are exceeded.Regulatory requirementsSee ANSI Standard ASME B30.14-2004 Side Boom Tractors.In the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation, refer to the following:Section 14.13, Inspection, maintenance and repairSection 14.34, Operator qualificationsSection 14.34.1, Operator certificationSection 14.42, Tandem liftSection 14.42.1, Critical liftSection 23.5, Safe work procedures

https://www.worksafebc.com/en/resources/health-safety/hazard-alerts/fore-aft-rollover-hazard-using-side-boom-pipelayers-slopes?lang=en&origin=s&returnurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.worksafebc.com%2Fen%2Fsearch%23sort%3DRelevancy%26q%3Doil%2520and%2520gas%2520pipelayer%26f%3Alanguage-facet%3D%5BEnglish%5D&highlight=oil%20and%20gas%20pipelayer


Additional Areas to Consider
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-Mental Health Safety-fastest growing 
area of Occupational Health concerns 
and issues, what are you doing to 
support your workers especially in these 
trying times? 



Oil and Gas High Risk Initiatives 
2021-2023

Updates for 2023
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Oil and Gas Initiative 2021-2023

What will WSBC be focusing upon over 
the next year and into the future?
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Oil and Gas 2021-2023 Initiative Focus
Problem
The Oil and Gas Initiative is designed to focus on areas of 
concern within the oil and gas sector that is generating their 
serious injury claims. 
Primary goal
Prevent serious and fatal injuries in the following areas: 
(adding a focus upon the reduction of time loss injuries 
which will include a strong emphasis upon MSI injury 
reduction at all sites)
-Fire and explosions across the oil and gas sector, with particular 
emphasis upon well servicing and waste disposal
-Control of hazardous energy
-Pressure management/Control which includes flow piping    
systems
-Manual free falling (Supervision to the level of Risk)
-Pipeline construction (mechanisms of injury)
-Occupational exposures 
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Oil and Gas 2021-2023 Initiative 
Focus Continued
Focus 
Last year of the 3 year time frame
-Conduct targeted inspections within the focus areas (the 
inspections will include Risk Management Basics-
risk assessment and effective controls)
-Continuation of the Process Safety Initiative in Oil and 
Gas (Refineries, Mid stream processing and addition of 
LNG Production and loading facilities)
-Support the development tools and resources relating to 
safe work procedures in high-risk operations
-Support and partner with Energy Safety Canada and 
industry trade associations to see that their initiatives 
align with mitigation measures relating to strategic focus 
areas
-Deliver key messaging and information to employers and 
workers through the HSA and sector associations
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Questions?
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